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• Standard MPI features allow for compact implementation of parallel Fourier transforms.
• Data movement between memory subsystems and processor cores is reduced.
• Without special hardware support performance is on par with standard implementations.
• Potential for communication-hardware enhanced performance without code change.
• Less than a hundred lines of C code replace thousands in some implementations.
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a b s t r a c t

We present a new method for performing global redistributions of multidimensional arrays essential
to parallel fast Fourier (or similar) transforms. Traditional methods use standard all-to-all collective
communication of contiguous memory buffers, thus necessarily requiring local data realignment steps
intermixed in-between redistribution and transform steps. Instead, our method takes advantage of
subarray datatypes and generalized all-to-all scatter/gather from the MPI-2 standard to communicate
discontiguous memory buffers, effectively eliminating the need for local data realignments. Despite
generalized all-to-all communication of discontiguous data being generally slower, our proposal econ-
omizes in local work. For a range of strong and weak scaling tests, we found the overall performance
of our method to be on par and often better than well-established libraries like MPI-FFTW, P3DFFT,
and 2DECOMP&FFT. We provide compact routines implemented at the highest possible level using the
MPI bindings for the C programming language. These routines apply to any global redistribution, over
any two directions of a multidimensional array, decomposed on arbitrary Cartesian processor grids (1D
slabs, 2D pencils, or even higher-dimensional decompositions). The high level implementation makes
the code easy to read, maintain, and eventually extend. Our approach enables for future speedups from
optimizations in the internal datatype handling engines within MPI implementations.

© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) remains one of the most sig-
nificant algorithms across various disciplines in science and soci-
ety. Applications range from image analysis and signal processing
to the solution of partial differential equations through spectral
methods. Spectral methods are frequently the method of choice
for physicists that aim for the most accurate results for given
memory size, data motion, or operation complexity. In particular,
FFT-based spectral methods are at the core of all major Direct
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Numerical Simulation (DNS) codes used in fundamental studies of
turbulence and transitional flows. These simulations are pushing
the limits of high-performance supercomputers, with computa-
tional domains approaching trillions of unknowns. Within such
applications, it is crucial to ensure the best possible algorithms
for both serial and parallel FFT, which often is the bottleneck of
the codes.

It is well known that an FFT on multidimensional data can
be performed as a sequence of one-dimensional transforms along
each dimension. For example, a multidimensional array of shape
Nx × Ny × Nz can be Fourier-transformed by first performing
Nx×Ny serial transforms of length Nz along the last axis, followed
by Nx × Nz transforms of length Ny along the middle axis and
then finally Ny × Nz transforms of length Nx along the first axis.
However, when the computational domains become too large
to fit in the memory locally available within a single compute
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unit, the domain have to be distributed amongst several, often
thousands. In this case, only a small part of the multidimensional
array is available on each processor.

It is the job of decomposition algorithms and global redistri-
bution operations to assist in the computation of the multidi-
mensional FFT, by ensuring that array data needed for a serial
1D transform along a given axis is locally available when needed.
In the literature, such approaches are often referred as trans-
pose algorithms [10]. An alternative parallel FFT method, which
is more intrinsically connected with the FFT algorithm, is the
binary exchange (or distributed) method. In this work we will only
consider the transpose algorithm, which in general is found to be
superior for large problems, and refer to Gupta and Kumar [15]
and Foster and Worley [10] for a review of both methods.

At first, multidimensional parallel FFTs based on global re-
distributions were conducted using slab decompositions, where
only one axis of a multidimensional array is distributed. Despite
slab decompositions being very efficient, they are unfortunately
limited to a rather small number of processors, since that number
cannot be larger than N , assuming N = Nx = Ny = Nz . The
next level of parallelism was reached with 2D pencil decompo-
sitions [8], where two axes of a multidimensional array were
distributed, using one-dimensional subgroups of processors cor-
responding to rows and columns of a logically two-dimensional
processor grid. Pencil decompositions are usually found to be less
efficient than slab decompositions, but the number of processors
can be as large as N2. For such reason, pencil decompositions
became the only sensible choice for large-scale simulations using
hundreds of thousands of processors.

Several open-source implementations of parallel FFT based on
global redistributions are available. For pencil decompositions the
P3DFFT [26] and 2DECOMP&FFT [20] are probably the two most
commonly used libraries, both being implemented in Fortran
90 and using similar algorithms based on collective all-to-all
communication of contiguous arrays followed (or preceded) by
a local transpose or remapping operation. Both libraries primar-
ily target three-dimensional arrays and complex-to-complex or
real-to-complex/complex-to-real transforms. The PFFT package of
Pippig [27] is more general and can be used for even higher-
dimensional arrays, using processors grids with more than two
dimensions. PFFT is built on top of FFTW [11], which comes with
its own slab implementation. However, instead of using FFTW’s
built-in slab implementation, PFFT makes use of FFTW’s global
transpose routines to implement the 2D (or even higher dimen-
sional) pencil method. Other known parallel FFT libraries are
OpenFFT [9], which also admits higher (> 3) dimensional trans-
forms, AccFFT [12], which utilizes both CPUs and GPUs, the par-
allel FFT subroutine library of Plimpton [28], FFTW++ [2], which
implements both binary exchange and transpose algorithms,
PSPFFT, which provides a parallel FFT-based Poisson solver for
isolated three-dimensional systems [3], and mpiFFT4py [22],
which provides a high-level Python interface based on MPI for
Python [5,7].

In this paper we suggest a completely generic, black-box,
global redistribution method, based on the generalized all-to-all
(MPI_ALLTOALLW) scatter/gather and subarray datatype facilities
available in the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard [21]. To
the best of our knowledge this approach has not been explored
much in the literature. Derived datatypes were used previously
for a slab decomposition by Hoefler and Gottlieb [16], where the
local transposes used by regular parallel MPI implementations
were described as part of the derived datatype, and speedup
over traditional algorithms was demonstrated for some, but not
all showcases. Chatterjee et al. [4] used derived datatypes to
perform transpose-free transforms of 3D arrays, through custom-
made MPI_ISEND/IRECV. The Warp [14] particle-in-cell code is

using MPI_ALLTOALLW with derived datatypes for global redis-
tributions, but only for 3D arrays and power-of-two number of
processors.

It is in the spirit of extreme-scale architecture design to re-
structure algorithms to allow taking the rearrangement of data off
the critical path of the CPU and into the memory subsystem or the
network, provided that the supporting hardware and software of
those layers can accommodate. The global redistribution method
described in this paper embraces such a paradigm shift, as it
eliminates the need for any local remappings. Furthermore, it
is applicable to arrays of arbitrary dimensions, decomposed on
Cartesian processor grids that are also of arbitrary dimensionality.
As in previous parallel (transpose) FFT implementations we as-
sume that there is a serial FFT code already available, and discuss
only the parallel decomposition and collective communication
required to utilize such a serial code most efficiently in parallel.
To this end we introduce some necessary theory and notation
on discrete Fourier transforms in Section 2. In Section 3, some
existing FFT transpose methods are discussed before introducing
our new global redistribution method. In Section 4, we compare
scaling of the new method with other well-known parallel FFTs
libraries on a Cray XC40 supercomputer. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 5.

2. Sequential FFTs of multidimensional arrays

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) takes a sequence of com-
plex numbers u0, u1, . . . , uN−1 and transforms them into an-
other sequence of complex numbers û0, û1, . . . , ûN−1. Forward
and backward transforms can be defined, respectively, as

ûk =
1
N

N−1∑
j=0

uje−ikxj k = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1, (1)

uj =

N−1∑
k=0

ûkeikxj j = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1, (2)

where i is the imaginary unit, xj = 2π j/N , and simplifications
are possible if either sequence is real. An alternative and more
compact notation is

û = F(u), (3)

u = F−1(û), (4)

where u = {uj}
N−1
j=0 , û = {ûk}

N−1
k=0 and u = F−1(F(u)).

The forward and backward DFTs are usually computed us-
ing a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. In this work we
will assume that there exist high-performance, serial (single-
process, maybe multi-threaded) FFT routines to compute these
one-dimensional forward and backward DFTs. These routines are
widely available from, e.g., FFTW [11], FFTPACK [30], IBM ESSL
[17], or Intel MKL [18].

In many applications numerical data are arranged in multidi-
mensional arrays. We denote a d-dimensional array as uj0,j1,...,jd−1 ,
where there are d index sets jm = 0, 1, . . . ,Nm − 1, m ∈

0, 1, . . . , d−1, with Nm = |jm| being the length of jm. A forward d-
dimensional DFT on the d-dimensional array uj0,j1,...,jd−1 will then
be computed as

ûk0,k1,...,kd−1

=

N0−1∑
j0=0

⎛⎝ω
k0j0
0

N0

N1−1∑
j1=0

⎛⎝ω
k1j1
1

N1
· · ·

Nd−1−1∑
jd−1=0

ω
kd−1jd−1
d−1

Nd−1
uj0,j1,...,jd−1

⎞⎠⎞⎠ ,

(5)

where ωj = e−2π i/Nj . Note that for a transformed axis m we use
the index set km = 0, 1, . . . ,Nm − 1 instead of jm, and (5) is
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executed over all these output indices.3 As such, we see in (5)
that the array ûk0,k1,...,kd−1 has been transformed along all of its
axes. Note that a hat notation, û, is used exclusively for a fully
transformed array, i.e., the output of a complete forward FFT over
all axes.

We can simplify Eq. (5) using the notation

ûk0,k1,...,kd−1 = F0
(
F1

(
· · ·Fd−1(uj0,j1,...,jd−1 )

))
, (6)

where Fi(·) represents a partial transform, i.e., a one-dimensional
DFT along axis i, for all other index sets unchanged

ũj0,...,ki,...,jd−1 = Fi(uj0,...,ji,...,jd−1 ). (7)

Note that this represents exactly 1/Ni
∏d−1

m=0 Nm one-dimensional
transforms of length Ni. Also note that here, and for the rest of
this paper, tilde notation, ũ, is used to represent an array that is
only partially transformed, i.e., transformed along some, but not
all, of its axes.

From Eq. (6) it is evident that the DFTs are computed in
sequence, one axis of the multidimensional array at a time. A
backward d-dimensional DFT is executed in the opposite order

uj0,j1,...,jd−1 = F−1d−1

(
· · ·F−11

(
F−10 (ûk0,k1,...,kd−1 )

))
. (8)

Moving from one to several dimensions, the data arrays
quickly grow in size, and it becomes necessary to distribute
the arrays across several processors within distributed-memory
computing architectures. Since the multidimensional FFTs are
computed in sequence, one axis at a time, we need only ensure
that the whole length of the array along that one axis is available
on each single processor when it is up for transformation. Making
this happen is the job of global array redistribution procedures,
using parallel decompositions and communication as discussed
briefly in the introduction, and in sections to come.

3. Parallel FFTs of multidimensional arrays

Consider a d-dimensional array uj0,j1,...,jd−1 and pick any one
of the index sets jm = 0, 1, . . . ,Nm − 1, m ∈ 0, 1, . . . , d − 1.
This index set can be partitioned (and corresponding array entries
mapped) into an ordered group of processes P of size |P| with
process identifiers p = 0, 1, . . . , |P| − 1. Regardless of how
it is partitioned, we denote an index set jm distributed into a
process group P as jm/P . As such, a d-dimensional array that is
distributed in its first axis by processor group P will be denoted
as uj0/P,j1,...,jd−1 . Note that here and throughout this paper we
assume that arrays are in C-style row-major order. For Fortran-
style column-major order, it would be natural to distribute the
last index set jd−1 rather than j0.

3.1. Balanced block-contiguous decompositions

There are many different ways of distributing the index set
jm on a process group P . From the many choices available, we
restrict our discussion to block-contiguous decompositions. Such
decompositions are fully defined from the global index set length
Nm = |jm|, the number of processes M = |P|, and local (that is,
within each processor) index set lengths. We denote these local
index set lengths of jm as Nm/P , they correspond to a sequence
{(Nm/P)p}M−1p=0 . For simplicity, and only in this section, we will
use the notation np = (Nm/P)p to refer to the local length
corresponding to the pth process. Within the obvious restriction∑

p np = Nm, the values np are otherwise arbitrary. In practice, it

3 If the transform involves a real sequence, then simplifications are possible
due to Hermitian symmetry, and we can use the smaller index set kd−1 =
0, 1, . . . ,Nd−1/2. Also note that it is perhaps more common to use transformed
index sets centered around zero, like km = −Nm/2,−Nm/2+ 1, . . . ,Nm/2− 1.

is useful to compute and store the start index sp corresponding
to each process with the recursion s0 = 0, sk = sk−1 + nk−1,
k = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1.

A balanced block-contiguous decomposition of a sequence of
Nm elements in M parts p = 0, 1, . . . ,M−1 is given by the simple
formula4

np =

{
q+ 1 if r > p
q otherwise,

with q =
⌊
Nm

M

⌋
and r = Nm mod M.

(9)

Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode using Eq. (9) to compute the
local lengths np along with an explicit, non-recursive expression
for the start indices sp. Executing the call np, sp ← Decompose
(|jm|, |P|, p) implicitly defines a subset {sp, . . . , sp + np − 1} of jm
corresponding to the pth process in group P . Although admittedly
trivial, for the sake of completeness we present in Listing 1
a concrete and concise implementation in the C programming
language. For the rest of this paper we trade generality for sim-
plicity and restrict our discussion to balanced block-contiguous
decompositions as defined in Eq. (9). Other pseudocodes and
listings to be presented later are greatly simplified, as the various
np, sp values can be computed with Algorithm 1 on the fly and
as needed rather than having to store and pass them around
function calls.

Algorithm 1 Balanced block-contiguous decomposition

1: function Decompose(N,M, p)
2: input N : integer ▷ total number of elements, N ≥ 0
3: input M : integer ▷ number of parts, M > 0
4: input p : integer ▷ part index, 0 ≤ p < M
5: output n : integer ▷ number of elements in pth part
6: output s : integer ▷ start index of pth part
7: q← ⌊N/M⌋
8: r ← N mod M
9: if r > p then

10: n← q+ 1
11: s← n · p
12: else
13: n← q
14: s← n · p+ r
15: end if
16: return n, s
17: end function

Listing 1: Balanced block-contiguous decomposition
1 #define min(x, y) (((x) < (y)) ? (x) : (y))
2 void decompose(int N, int M, int p, int *n, int *s)
3 {
4 int q = N / M;
5 int r = N % M;
6 *n = q + (r > p);
7 *s = q * p + min(r, p);
8 }

3.2. Global redistributions

We can perform a serial FFT on any index set of a multidi-
mensional array that is not distributed. For example, for the array

4 To the best of our knowledge this formula was introduced by Barry Smith
in the 90s as part of the foundational development of PETSc [1]. Since then, this
formula has been the default decomposition strategy for distributed vectors and
matrices.
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uj0/P,j1,...,jd−1 , we can perform a partial transform over all but the
first axis as

ũj0/P,k1,...,kd−1 = F1
(
F2

(
· · ·Fd−1(uj0/P,j1,...,jd−1 )

))
. (10)

However, we cannot perform the transform over the first axis,
because only a part of the global array is available locally on each
process. It is the job of global redistribution (or transpose) oper-
ations to ensure that data within a distributed array is realigned
such that a distributed axis becomes locally available in full for all
processes in the group. We denote a global redistribution opera-
tion from alignment in axis v to alignment in axis w performed
within a process group P as

u...,jw ,...,jv/P,...
v→w
←−−

P
u...,jw/P,...,jv ,.... (11)

Note that axes other than v and w are not involved in the
redistribution operation and thus they are not altered by the
exchange.

The global redistribution operation brings us to the main nov-
elty of this paper. All known parallel FFT libraries perform global
redistributions in two steps (not necessarily in this order):

(1) Contiguous data communication using collective all-to-all
operations.

(2) Local data rearrangements or transpose operations, also re-
ferred as remappings.

Both steps are known to be computationally expensive. The first
step involves communicating large amounts of data among pro-
cesses within the group in an all-to-all fashion. The second step
involves non-contiguous memory accesses and copies, which is
heavily affected by cache capacity and memory bandwidth of
current computing architectures.

In this work, we suggest a global redistribution method that
eliminates the need for any local remappings or transposes. To
explain how our method works, and how it differs from other
methods, we discuss first in Section 3.3.1 a traditional imple-
mentation of parallel FFTs with slab decomposition using local
remappings and all-to-all communication of contiguous memory
buffers. Afterwards, in Section 3.3.2, we show how the slab de-
composition can be implemented without local remappings using
subarray datatypes and generalized all-to-all communication. We
will then, in Section 3.4, briefly describe multidimensional Carte-
sian process topologies, that are to be utilized in Sections 3.5
and 3.6, where the approach will be shown to extend trivially
to the 2D pencil method and even higher-dimensional processor
grids.

3.3. Slab decomposition

With the notation introduced previously, a parallel FFT on a
multidimensional array uj0,j1,...,jd−1 , that is initially distributed in
a processor group P in the first index set j0, can be performed in
three steps:

ũj0/P,k1,...,kd−1 = F1
(
F2

(
. . .Fd−1(uj0/P,j1,...,jd−1 )

))
, (12)

ũj0,k1/P,...,kd−1
1→0
←−−

P
ũj0/P,k1,...,kd−1 , (13)

ûk0,k1/P,...,kd−1 = F0(ũj0,k1/P,...,kd−1 ). (14)

These steps correspond to a traditional parallel FFT with slab
decomposition, as illustrated in Fig. 1 for a three-dimensional
array distributed in a group of four processes. We are interested
in the global redistribution in the second step, that is usually
accomplished with a local remapping followed by a collective
all-to-all communication.

3.3.1. Traditional global redistribution method
For a three-dimensional array ũj0/P,k1,k2 (see (13)), we can

illustrate a global redistribution based on MPI_ALLTOALL on a
projected xy-plane, since the third index set k2 is not affected by
the exchange. Fig. 2 is an illustration of Fig. 1 as seen along the
z-axis, and with the local arrays divided into chunks (or subar-
rays), four chunks for each slab since there are four processes.
Each of the chunks within a process has to be communicated
with the other processes. The chunks are labeled with processor
number first, and then chunk number. Now, to be able to perform
an all-to-all communication the local arrays as seen in Fig. 2a
need to be packed in a contiguous array such that the chunk going
out to rank 0 comes first in memory, then the chunk that goes
out to rank 1, and so on. In other words, the local arrays must be
remapped to an x-alignment with shape (N0,N1/P,N2), as seen
in Fig. 2b.5 This operation is usually referred as a transpose, or
permutation, and it is local to each processor. Assuming here for
simplicity that N0 and N1 are divisible by |P|, the local transpose
operation on the (N0/P,N1,N2)-shaped array can be performed
as follows (see Fig 1 of [25])

(N0/P, P,N1/P,N2)
Reshape
←−−−− (N0/P,N1,N2) (15)

(P,N0/P,N1/P,N2)
Swap axes 0↔1
←−−−−−−−− (N0/P, P,N1/P,N2) (16)

(N0,N1/P,N2)
Reshape
←−−−− (P,N0/P,N1/P,N2) (17)

Note that the first and last operations merely represent changes
of strides and index sets, and the cost is next to nothing. The
transpose operation (16), that swaps the first two axes, is the
costly part. After transposing the local arrays to the shapes seen
in Fig. 2b, the datachunks that are to be communicated are
contiguous in memory and we may now simply call a collective
all-to-all, where the communication pattern is illustrated with
bidirectional arrows in Fig. 2b. The resulting arrays are as shown
in Fig. 2c.

Note that there are several different ways of performing a
global redistribution, and if the global array sizes are not divisible
by |P|, then the local transpose operation is more complex, and
MPI_ALLTOALLV must be used in place of MPI_ALLTOALL. FFTW
provides three global redistribution (termed global transpose by
FFTW) algorithms, where it is possible to choose a different stride
on the output and input arrays, and to combine this with serial
FFTs on non-contiguous data. Considering the 3D data in this
section, the action of FFTWs global redistribution (that includes
all-to-all or similar communication) is then either one of

(N0,N1/P,N2)
Regular
←−−− (N0/P,N1,N2), (18)

(N1/P,N0,N2)
Transposed out
←−−−−−−− (N0/P,N1,N2). (19)

For FFTW the transposed out option is the fastest, since the
regular algorithm is using the transposed out algorithm followed
by a global redistribution. FFTW provides an interface that allows
for simultaneous planning of local array transpositions and serial
FFTs in one single step. PFFT takes advantage of these routines
provided in FFTW and performs planning for both the global
redistribution and the serial FFTs stages. The choice of making
the axes of output arrays transposed in reference to the input is
made for efficiency, but naturally it adds a level of complexity,
and it is left to the user to make sure that array operations on
output arrays take this ordering into consideration. This added
complexity is also present in PFFT and P3DFFT, these libraries

5 Note that a array of shape (N0,N1/P,N2) in row-major order is laid out in
memory exactly as an array of shape (P,N0/P,N1/P,N2), it merely has one less
index set and stride.
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Fig. 1. Slab decomposition. Colors represent CPU rank. Red, orange, light blue and dark blue represent CPUs 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Illustration of the slab decomposition. In (a) we see the original global array from Fig. 1a projected on the xy-plane. Each slab is divided into 4 smaller chunks
that are to be communicated with the other processors and each chunk is identified with a pair of integer labels. In (b) we see the layout for slabs and chunks after
performing a local transpose to align data in x-direction. Bidirectional arrows represent a subsequent all-to-all exchange among processors. In (c) we see the layout
of the final global array after redistribution. Note that the relative position (within the global array) of each chunk in (a) is preserved in (c), however most chunks
have migrated to a different processor.

have options to output arrays with either regular or transposed
alignment. The new global redistribution method, to be described
in the next subsection, does not transpose the axes of input or
output arrays.

3.3.2. A new global redistribution method
As discussed in Section 3.3.1, global redistributions for slab

decompositions require two steps: (i) a local remapping or trans-
pose to rearrange array data in contiguous memory buffers and
(ii) collective all-to-all communication with these contiguous
memory buffers. In the following we describe how the same out-
come can be achieved in a single collective communication step.
The approach is straightforward if one relies on two slightly ad-
vanced features introduced in the MPI-2.0 version of the standard
more than 20 years ago. These features allow for collective all-
to-all communication of discontiguous memory buffers described
through derived datatypes, effectively eliminating the need for
any local remapping steps to ensure contiguity.

Overall, our approach takes advantage of the following MPI
routines:

• MPI_TYPE_CREATE_SUBARRAY [21, p. 94]. This routine con-
structs MPI datatypes describing an arbitrary non-strided
slice of a dense multidimensional array. Subarray datatypes
are routinely used in MPI-based codes and libraries to per-
form parallel MPI I/O of distributed dense arrays, see
[13, p. 207–208] for an executive example. A practical use of
subarray datatypes and MPI I/O can be found in PETSc, these
features are used in the implementation of parallel I/O for
applications involving structured grids.

• MPI_ALLTOALLW [21, p. 172]. This routine is a general-
ized all-to-all scatter/gather collective communication oper-
ation allowing the specification of send and receive buffers
with different datatypes, counts, and displacements for each
process within an MPI communicator. To the best of our
knowledge, this routine has not been widely used. A prac-
tical application we are aware of can be found in PETSc,
whereMPI_ALLTOALLW is used to implement scatter/gather
operations on distributed vectors.

The use of these two routines can be illustrated with reference
to Figs. 1 and 2. First, MPI_TYPE_CREATE_SUBARRAY is used to
construct subarray datatypes corresponding to the various array
chunks in Figs. 2a and 2c. Afterwards, MPI_ALLTOALLW is fed
with these datatypes to perform the all-to-all exchange of array
data from the layout in Fig. 1a to the layout in Fig. 1b. Thus,
there is no need of the intermediate remapping step depicted in
Fig. 2b.

Algorithms 2 and 3 show pseudocode implementing the new
global redistribution method, while Listings 2 and 3 present cor-
responding implementations in the C programming language.
Note that these codes have no limitations on the dimensionality
or arrays.

In Algorithm 2, the Decompose() function from Algorithm
1 handles decompositions in M parts by computing sequences
with local lengths n = {ni}

d−1
i=0 and start indices s = {si}d−1i=0

required to define the output subarray datatype sequence S =
{Sp}M−1p=0 . Each subarray datatype entry Sp is created with calls to
CreateSubArray(), which represents an invocation to
MPI_TYPE_CREATE_SUBARRAY. The output datatype sequence S
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Algorithm 2 Subarray datatypes

1: function SubArray(T ,N, v,M)
2: input T : datatype ▷ elementary datatype descriptor
3: input N : sequence ▷ local sizes of a d-dimensional array
4: input v : integer ▷ axis to partition, 0 ≤ v < d
5: input M : integer ▷ number of parts, M > 0
6: output S : sequence ▷ subarray datatype descriptors
7: d← len N
8: for i← 0, d− 1 do
9: n(i)← N(i)

10: s(i)← 0
11: end for
12: for p← 0,M − 1 do
13: n(v), s(v)← Decompose(N(v),M, p)
14: S(p)← CreateSubArray(T ,N, n, s)
15: end for
16: return S
17: end function

Listing 2: Subarray datatypes
1 void subarray(MPI_Datatype datatype,
2 int ndims,
3 int sizes[ndims],
4 int axis,
5 int nparts,
6 MPI_Datatype subarrays[nparts])
7 {
8 int subsizes[ndims], substarts[ndims], n, s;
9 for (int i = 0; i < ndims; i++)

10 { subsizes[i] = sizes[i]; substarts[i] = 0; }
11 for (int p = 0; p < nparts; p++) {
12 decompose(sizes[axis], nparts, p, &n, &s);
13 subsizes[axis] = n; substarts[axis] = s;
14 MPI_Type_create_subarray(
15 ndims, sizes, subsizes , substarts ,
16 MPI_ORDER_C , datatype, &subarrays[p]);
17 MPI_Type_commit(&subarrays[p]);
18 }
19 }

Algorithm 3 Exchange of arrays

1: procedure Exchange(P, A, v, B, w)
2: input P : communicator ▷ group of communicating

processes
3: input A : array ▷ local array of elementary datatype T
4: input v : integer ▷ axis of alignment for A
5: output B : array ▷ local array of elementary datatype T
6: input w : integer ▷ axis of alignment for B, w ̸= v

7: T ← Type(A) ▷ elementary datatype of array A
8: NA ← Shape(A) ▷ sequence with sizes of array A
9: NB ← Shape(B) ▷ sequence with sizes of array B

10: M ← Size(P) ▷ number of processes in group
11: SA ← SubArray(T ,NA, v,M) ▷ sequence of datatypes for

sending
12: SB ← SubArray(T ,NB, w,M) ▷ sequence of datatypes for

receiving
13: AllToAllW(P, A, SA, B, SB) ▷ generalized all-to-all

scatter/gather
14: end procedure

effectively encodes a block-contiguous, one-dimensional partition
in M chunks along a non-distributed axis of alignment v for any
d-dimensional local array of elementary datatype T .

Listing 3: Exchange of arrays

1 void exchange(MPI_Comm comm,

2 MPI_Datatype datatype,

3 int ndims,

4 int sizesA[ndims],

5 void *arrayA,

6 int axisA,

7 int sizesB[ndims],

8 void *arrayB,

9 int axisB)

10 {

11 int nparts;

12 MPI_Comm_size(comm, &nparts);

13 MPI_Datatype subarraysA[nparts], subarraysB[nparts];

14 subarray(datatype, ndims, sizesA, axisA, nparts, subarraysA);

15 subarray(datatype, ndims, sizesB, axisB, nparts, subarraysB);

16 int counts[nparts], displs[nparts];

17 for (int p = 0; p < nparts; p++)

18 { counts[p] = 1; displs[p] = 0; }

19 MPI_Alltoallw(arrayA, counts, displs, subarraysA ,

20 arrayB, counts, displs, subarraysB , comm);

21 for (int p = 0; p < nparts; p++) {

22 MPI_Type_free(&subarraysA[p]);

23 MPI_Type_free(&subarraysB[p]);

24 }

25 }

In Algorithm 3, the SubArray() function from Algorithm 2 is
invoked to create subarray datatypes sequences SA and SB using
the shapes of the local input and output arrays A and B and
their respective axes of alignment v and w. Recalling Fig. 1,
A corresponds to source arrays with sizes (N0/P,N1,N2) as in
Fig. 1a, whereas B corresponds to destination arrays with sizes
(N0,N1/P,N2) as in Fig. 1b. The subarray datatype sequences SA
and SB correspond to the various chunks depicted in Figs. 2a
and 2c, respectively. Finally, the call to AllToAllW() represents
an invocation of MPI_ALLTOALLW to perform collective all-to-
all exchange or array data. Evidently, there is no need for local
transposes or remappings.

Executing the call Exchange(P, A, v, B, w) amounts to a global
redistribution within a process group P from array A in v-
alignment to array B in w-alignment, and in the previous notation
it corresponds to

B...,jw ,...,jv/P,...
v→w
←−−

P
A...,jw/P,...,jv ,.... (20)

Note that the subarray datatypes created in Algorithm 3 and
Listing 3 do not hold any array data in their own; they are
merely descriptors encoding array slicing operations. The inter-
nal datatype handling engine within an MPI implementation is
able to decode the slicing information to complete the all-to-all
communication with the expected outcome, thus ensuring the
black-box nature of our approach. Consequently, rather than cre-
ating and destroying datatypes as done in Listing 3, a production
code should use Listing 2 in a setup phase to create subarray
datatypes, and reuse them as many times as needed to perform
data redistributions with a single call to MPI_ALLTOALLW.

3.4. Cartesian process topologies

Slab decompositions, as described in Section 3.3, are one-
dimensional decompositions. Despite being very efficient in the
context of parallel FFTs, one-dimensional decompositions limit
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Fig. 3. Two-dimensional Cartesian process grid and one-dimensional process subgroups corresponding to each direction.

the amount of parallelism that can be thrown at a problem. Re-
calling the redistribution step in Eq. (13), we necessarily require
|P| ≤ min(|j0|, |k1|). The next level of parallelism is reached
with multi-dimensional decompositions, to be presented shortly
in Section 3.5. As a necessary prelude, this section will discuss
multi-dimensional Cartesian processor grids.

Consider the rearrangement of a process group P as a logically
two-dimensional Cartesian grid of M0 × M1 processes such that
|P| = M0 · M1. For each process in |P| with identifier p =
0, 1, . . . , |P| − 1 we assign a two-tuple of process coordinates
(p0, p1) with pi = 0, 1, . . . ,Mi−1 corresponding to each direction
i = 0, 1. Such assignment of coordinates induces a partitioning
of the Cartesian topology in one-dimensional subgroups cor-
responding to each direction. In the first direction, we obtain
M1 subgroups collectively denoted P0, each with |P0| = M0
processes with identifiers p0. Similarly, in the second direction,
we obtain M0 subgroups P1 collectively denoted P1, each with
|P1| = M1 processes with identifiers p1. Fig. 3 depicts these steps
for a group of 12 processes arranged as a two-dimensional grid
of 3 × 4 processes. The generalization to higher dimensions is
straightforward.

The MPI standard provides many facilities for managing Carte-
sian processor grids. The utility routine MPI_DIMS_CREATE
[21, p. 293] can be used to compute a balanced distribution of
processes among a given number of dimensions. The routine
MPI_CART_CREATE [21, p. 292] constructs process groups with
attached Cartesian topology. Finally, the routine MPI_CART_SUB
[21, p. 311] partitions a Cartesian topology in lower-dimensional
subgroups. These routines are combined in Listing 4 to define
a Cartesian topology and obtain the partitions corresponding to
each direction. Note that this code can handle processor grids of
any dimensionality.

3.5. Pencil decomposition

A pencil decomposition makes use of two subgroups of pro-
cessors, and distributes two index sets simultaneously in a mul-
tidimensional array. A parallel FFT on a three-dimensional array
that is initially distributed with processor groups P0 and P1, can
be performed in five steps:

ũj0/P0,j1/P1,k2 = F2
(
uj0/P0,j1/P1,j2

)
, (21)

Listing 4: One-dimensional subgroups of a Cartesian process
grid

1 void subcomm(MPI_Comm comm,

2 int ndims,

3 MPI_Comm subcomms[ndims])

4 {

5 MPI_Comm comm_cart;

6 int nprocs, dims[ndims], periods[ndims], remdims[ndims];

7 for (int i = 0; i < ndims; i++)

8 { dims[i] = periods[i] = remdims[i] = 0; }

9 MPI_Comm_size(comm, &nprocs);

10 MPI_Dims_create(nprocs, ndims, dims);

11 MPI_Cart_create(comm, ndims, dims, periods, 1, &comm_cart);

12 for (int i = 0; i < ndims; i++) {

13 remdims[i] = 1;

14 MPI_Cart_sub(comm_cart , remdims, &subcomms[i]);

15 remdims[i] = 0;

16 }

17 MPI_Comm_free(&comm_cart);

18 }

ũj0/P0,j1,k2/P1
2→1
←−−

P1
ũj0/P0,j1/P1,k2 , (22)

ũj0/P0,k1,k2/P1 = F1(ũj0/P0,j1,k2/P1 ), (23)

ũj0,k1/P0,k2/P1
1→0
←−−

P0
ũj0/P0,k1,k2/P1 , (24)

ûk0,k1/P0,k2/P1 = F0(ũj0,k1/P0,k2/P1 ). (25)

For a higher-dimensional array the procedure is exactly the same,
except that the initial array in Eq. (21) is partially transformed
over more trailing axes, like in Eq. (12).

To illustrate the procedure, Fig. 4 shows a 3D array of global
size 123 decomposed on a 3× 4 Cartesian process grid. Each local
array, or pencil, is colored to identify the owning process. In ref-
erence to Fig. 3, the deep-red pencils are owned by process (0, 0)
in PCart, which corresponds to process 0 in group P . Similarly,
the deep-blue pencils are owned by process (2, 3) in PCart, which
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Fig. 4. 2D pencil decomposition on a 3 × 4 process grid for three different alignments of a global 3D array. Each local subarray (or pencil) is colored in correspondence
to the owning process, from red (process 0) to blue (process 11). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Subslabs within a 2D pencil decomposition, corresponding to one of
the subgroups P0 with process {3, 7, 11}, before (a) and after (b) a global
redistribution from y-alignment to x-alignment.

corresponds to process 11 in group P . The global array in Fig. 4a
is initially aligned in axis 2 (z-direction), where the index sets
j0 and j1 are distributed on the four subgroups P0 and the three
subgroups P1 (see Figs. 3c and 3d), respectively. After the partial
transform (Eq. (21)) over axis 2, a global redistribution (Eq. (22))
is performed to realign the global array in axis 1 (y-direction).
Fig. 4b shows this intermediate alignment, where index sets
j0 and k2 are distributed on subgroups P0 and P1, respectively.
An additional partial transform on axis 1 (Eq. (23)) and global
redistribution (Eq. (24)) lays the array in its final alignment in
axis 0 (y-direction) as shown in Fig. 4c, where index sets k1 and
k2 are distributed on subgroups P0 and P1, respectively. Finally, a
partial transform on axis 0 (Eq. (25)) completes the procedure.

At first glance, the pencil method in Eqs. (21)–(25) looks
substantially more complex to implement than the slab method
in Eqs. (12)–(14). This is indeed the case in traditional implemen-
tations following the approach of Section 3.3.1. Codes typically
accumulate hundreds of lines with tedious nested loops just to
implement local remappings for the various possible alignments.
Furthermore, these pieces of code are usually hardwired to work
in the three-dimensional case, and generalizations to higher di-
mensions are a daunting task. At this point, with the support
of Fig. 5, we make a key although simple observation: a 2D
pencil decomposition can be reinterpreted as a collection of slab
decompositions on one-dimensional process subgroups of the two-
dimensional process grid. The consequence is remarkable: global
redistribution operations like the ones in Eqs. (22) and (24) can
be performed just by concurrently executing Algorithm 3 on
subslabs within each process subgroup. After constructing one-
dimensional process subgroups as in Listing 4, the pseudocodes
and listings presented in Section 3.3.2 can be reused verbatim to
perform the two global redistribution steps required in the 2D

pencil method.6 See Appendix A for a C code listing showcasing
full forward and backward complex-to-complex transforms of a
three-dimensional array with 2D pencil decomposition.

3.6. Higher-dimensional decompositions

A d-dimensional array can be distributed on at most (d − 1)-
dimensional process grids, such that an initial partial FFT can be
performed in at least one non-distributed direction. Subsequent
global redistributions and partial transforms follow to complete a
full multidimensional parallel FFT. The reinterpretation of pencil
decompositions as collections of slab decompositions generalizes
to higher-dimensional arrays and process grids. Once again, the
pseudocodes and listings presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 can be
reused verbatim to perform any global redistribution step.

As a proof of concept, consider a parallel FFT of a four-
dimensional array, uj0,j1,j2,j3 , using a three-dimensional process
grid decomposed in the various one-dimensional process sub-
groups P0, P1 and P2. These process subgroups can be gen-
erated with Listing 4. We perform a parallel FFT on such an
array in seven steps (four partial transforms and three global
redistributions7) as follows:

ũj0/P0,j1/P1,j2/P2,k3 = F3
(
uj0/P0,j1/P1,j2/P2,j3

)
, (26)

ũj0/P0,j1/P1,j2,k3/P2
3→2
←−−

P2
ũj0/P0,j1/P1,j2/P2,k3 , (27)

ũj0/P0,j1/P1,k2,k3/P2 = F2(ũj0/P0,j1/P1,j2,k3/P2 ), (28)

ũj0/P0,j1,k2/P1,k3/P2
2→1
←−−

P1
ũj0/P0,j1/P1,k2,k3/P2 , (29)

ũj0/P0,k1,k2/P1,k3/P2 = F1(ũj0/P0,j1,k2/P1,k3/P2 ), (30)

ũj0,k1/P0,k2/P1,k3/P2
1→0
←−−

P0
ũj0/P0,k1,k2/P1,k3/P2 , (31)

ûk0,k1/P0,k2/P1,k3/P2 = F0(ũj0,k1/P0,k2/P1,k3/P2 ). (32)

The global redistribution steps in Eqs. (27), (29) and (31) can
be performed with concurrent executions of Algorithm 3 on the
proper subslabs corresponding to each process subgroup. See
Appendix B for a C code listing showcasing full forward and
backward complex-to-complex transforms of a four-dimensional
array with three-dimensional decomposition.

Note that all intermediate arrays in Eqs. (26)–(32) must be
preallocated before the 4D parallel FFT can be executed, since the

6 Note that PFFT uses similar ideas to implement multidimensional
transforms based on the slab code available in FFTW.
7 In general, a d-dimensional array distributed on a (d− 1)-dimensional pro-

cessor grid requires d partial Fourier transform and d− 1 global redistributions
steps.
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global redistribution steps are out-of-place. In Appendix B four
arrays are preallocated since there are four differently shaped
arrays in (26)–(32) for a complex-to-complex transform. This
may seem like excessive use of memory. However, since all
intermediate arrays can be allocated in contiguous memory, the
method could, in practice, simply use the two largest intermedi-
ate arrays as work buffers for all intermediate steps, regardless of
dimensionality.

4. Performance evaluation

We will now explore the efficiency of the new global redis-
tribution method proposed in previous sections. We first want
to remind the reader that what is proposed is really a black-
box method applicable to any array dimensionality and processor
mesh decomposition. The executable code required is shown to
be approximately 50 lines of code in C. Considering the com-
plexity normally associated with this task (local transposes with
or without changes of strides, in-place or out-of-place), and the
thousands of lines of code dedicated to global redistribution by
other parallel FFT vendors, there is at the outset of this section
something to be said for simplicity.

With the current proposed method the global redistribution
is achieved in one single call to MPI_ALLTOALLW. The cost of
this call should be compared to the entire global redistribu-
tion operation implemented by other packages, that are typi-
cally using MPI_ALLTOALL(V) merely for communication. Now,
MPI_ALLTOALL(V) works on contiguous data arrays in both ends,
both for sending and receiving ranks, and there are highly
optimized versions available on several architectures. On the
contrary, the subarray type used by MPI_ALLTOALLW is in gen-
eral discontiguous, and there are to the authors’ knowledge no
architecture-specific optimizations available. This represents a
significant disadvantage of the current proposed method. How-
ever, if the additional cost of the non-optimized MPI_ALLTOALLW
is not higher than the time spent on local remappings by other
global redistribution methods, then it can still be competitive.
Note that the collective communication routines have several
different implementations by different vendors. MPICH, for ex-
ample, has four different implementations of MPI_ALLTOALL
that are called based on the size of the involved arrays. For
MPI_ALLTOALLW, on the other hand, a non-blocking MPI_ISEND/
MPI_IRECV algorithm is used regardless the array size.

Computations are performed on the Shaheen Cray XC40 su-
percomputer, with its primary resource capable of 7.2 Petaflops
peak (5.5 sustained on the HPL benchmark [29]). The computer
comes with highly optimized, preinstalled versions of the MPICH
and FFTW libraries, and we use these libraries for all codes.
Furthermore, all codes are compiled with Cray compilers using
similar compiler options, and multithreading is disabled. The Cray
XC system has 6174 dual sockets compute nodes based on 16-
core Intel Haswell processors running at 2.3 GHz. Each node has
128 GB of DDR4 memory running at 2.3 GHz. With this multicore
hardware technology there are two very different communica-
tion speeds at play — the shared intra-node and the distributed
inter-node communication. Within each node there are possibly
32 cores that communicate with each other using a shared in-
node memory, whereas across nodes the communication uses the
Cray Aries interconnect with Dragonfly topology, which requires
at most three hops between any two cores globally. The Cray
XC comes with several architecture-specific optimizations for
MPI_ALLTOALL(V). These optimizations may be turned off us-
ing environment variable MPICH_COLL_OPT_OFF, in which case
they will use the same non-blocking MPI_ISEND/MPI_IRECV as
MPI_ALLTOALLW. This has not been done here.

The global redistribution method described in previous chap-
ters only directly affects the parallel FFT in steps (13), (22), (24).

Furthermore, the sequential FFTs can be performed using any FFT
vendor, and we can mainly affect the efficiency by carefully ob-
taining optimized installations on any given platform. However,
some global/local transpose operations performed by other codes
are done with the purpose of speeding up the sequential FFT,
e.g., by aligning data contiguously in memory before executing.
Hence, we will not only look at the global redistribution, but
rather the complete transform. To this end we have implemented
both slab and pencil 3D codes in C, using the global redistribution
code from Section 3. Apart from this, the implementation is
quite trivial, just a matter of creating processor groups, allocating
arrays of the correct shapes and planning serial FFTs. For com-
pleteness, a 3D pencil code for complex-to-complex transforms is
shown in Appendix A. We compare our code with P3DFFT, FFTW
and 2DECOMP&FFT, where FFTW only has the slab method im-
plemented, and the other two are primarily advertised as pencil
decomposition codes. For the parallel FFTW results, with slab de-
composition, we have used fftw_mpi_plan_dft_r2c_3d and
fftw_mpi_plan_dft_c2r_3d with the transposed out option.
2DECOMP&FFT has been compiled with the C preprocessor flag
-DOVERWRITE. P3DFFT has been compiled using configure op-
tions ./configure -enable-cray -enable-fftw -enable-
measure FC=ftn CC=cc. We have compiled both with and
without the stride1 option for the global redistribution, but, since
without has been found to be generally faster, only the results of
the code that disables the stride1 option are reproduced here. We
use FFTW_MEASURE for all codes in planning FFTs, and the pencil
decomposition is as chosen by the MPI_DIMS_CREATE function.
Since P3DFFT and 2DECOMP&FFT are implemented in column-
major Fortran, we here use arrays of transposed dimensions as
compared to the C codes. That is, when using a global array of
shape (N0,N1,N2) in C, then an array of shape (N2,N1,N0) is
used correspondingly in Fortran. Furthermore, Fortran codes use
a processor mesh that has been transposed compared to the C
codes. For all codes we compute performance using two nested
loops. The inner loop performs 3 consecutive, uninterrupted,
forward/backward transforms, and this inner loop is repeated 50
times in an outer loop, with an MPI barrier call at the outset.
The measured time after the three inner loops is reduced to
the maximum value across all processors. From these values we
then choose to report the fastest result from the 50 outer loops,
divided by 3. For our C-code, P3DFFT and 2DECOMP&FFT we also
place timers around each one of the major steps involved. This is
not done for FFTW, because it would require a recompilation of
the code, and we want to make use of the optimized Cray version.

The first results are computed with FFT codes that come with
dedicated slab implementations, using only up to 32 proces-
sor cores, such that the two different modes of communication
(intra-node vs inter-node) can be easily compared. One set of
simulations employs one CPU core per node, and the other em-
ploys cores from one single node. The two settings are referred
to as distributed and shared simulations, respectively. We use
a quite large double precision input array of global shape 7003.
Fig. 6(a) shows the strong scaling achieved by our C-code, FFTW
and P3DFFT (compiled with option oned enabled), for both dis-
tributed and shared operations. It is evident that all codes behave
somewhat similarly, showing good strong scaling in the purely
distributed mode, whereas the scaling is poor for purely shared
mode. For all numbers of cores our C-code is fastest, followed by
P3DFFT and FFTW. For a more detailed inspection, Fig. 6(b) and (c)
show the individual timings for P3DFFT and our C-code for global
redistributions and serial FFTs, respectively. We see that P3DFFT
achieves somewhat faster serial FFTs, but that a larger difference
is seen for the global redistributions in (b), where our method is
significantly faster over the entire range of cores. Again, scaling
is seen to be good only for the purely distributed inter-node
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Fig. 6. Strong scaling with slab decomposition of complete real-to-complex/complex-to-real FFTs on a mesh that has global shape 7003 . Showing fastest times
measured. The shared results correspond to shared intra-node operation, whereas distributed refer to one core per node operation. Subplot (a) shows total time,
whereas (b) and (c) show times for global redistribution and FFTs, respectively.

Fig. 7. Strong scaling with pencil decomposition of complete real-to-complex/complex-to-real FFTs on a mesh that has global shape 5123 . Showing fastest times
measured. Subplot (a) shows total time, whereas (b) and (c) show times for global redistribution and FFTs, respectively.

mode of operation. A deeper inspection, using Cray’s perftools,
reveals that the inter-node operation allows for significantly
higher clock speeds, with frequencies up to 3.5 GHz, compared
to the intra-node operation that clocks in around 2.5 GHz for the
highest number of cores. This slow-down explains the poor scal-
ing of the serial FFTs measured in Fig. 6(c). The poor performance
of the shared intra-node mode of operation is well known and
has been the center of much focus, especially for supercom-
puters, which have been moving towards multicore designs,
see, e.g., Kumar et al. [19]. Consequently, MPICH comes with
some relevant compiler settings, especially for MPI_ALLTOALL
(e.g., MPICH_SHARED_MEM_COLL_OPT), which enables code that
tries to take advantage of the shared memory. 2DECOMP&FFT
has an implementation tailored to take advantage of the shared
memory, to limit the number of messages being sent (so-called
leader based algorithm). However, we have not made use of such
multicore aware algorithms here, and 2DECOMP&FFT has been
used without the shared memory option. Furthermore, we have
only used MPICH with default settings.

We next consider the pencil decomposition in purely dis-
tributed inter-node mode and perform a strong scaling study of
forward and backward transforms on a global array of double
precision and size 5123 in physical space. Fig. 7 shows the fastest
measured times for complete forward and backward transforms
of our C-code, P3DFFT and 2DECOMP&FFT, for a wide scaling
range. Throughout the entire range our C-code is found in (a)
to be 5%–10% faster than P3DFFT and 1%–5% faster than 2DE-
COMP&FFT. For all codes the scaling is more than excellent,
achieving optimal speed per core at 256 process cores, corre-
sponding to a mesh of size 524,288 (642

· 128) per core. Fig. 7
(b) and (c) show the corresponding individual timings for global
redistributions and FFTs. For P3DFFT and 2DECOMP&FFT the tim-
ings for global redistributions are simply computed as the time
it takes for one (forward or backward) transform minus the

time spent inside sequential FFTs. It is evident from (c) that the
advantage of our C-code for this case is obtained through faster
global redistributions, and there is little difference in computing
times for sequential FFTs. The apparent superunitary scaling is
explained by the higher frequencies achieved by the processors
at larger core counts.

Next we perform a weak scaling study, using local arrays of
double precision and a size (524,288) corresponding to a grid of
shape 642

· 128 in real space, because in the previous strong test
(Fig. 7) the Shaheen computer was found to be most efficient
(speed per core) for arrays of this size. We consider first the slab
decomposition, and compare to the fastest results obtained with
FFTW and P3DFFT in Fig. 8. We observe in a) that the new C-
code is equally fast as FFTW for small processor counts (4, 8,
16), and faster for higher (32 to 512). P3DFFT is fastest for the
highest number of cores, where each slab is only one layer thick,
but generally 5%–10% slower than the other runs. FFTW scales
poorly at higher than 128 cores, but it is apparent that also the
new method scales rather poorly in this limit of very thin slabs,
i.e., when we approach the maximum number of cores possible
for the slab method. P3DFFT is showing the best scaling in this
limit. The major reason for the faster results obtained with the
new method on low counts is found when we isolate the global
redistributions. The computing times spent on global (and local)
redistributions (i.e., computing time outside sequential FFTs) are
shown in Fig. 8(b). Again it is evident that the new method is
not highly efficient in the limit of very this slabs, but all over,
the global redistributions are approximately 40%–50% faster than
for P3DFFT. To complete the picture, we also plot the fastest
computing time for the sequential FFTs in Fig. 8(c). Here it is
evident that some of the sequential transforms are faster with
P3DFFT, possibly because of the alignment of intermediate arrays.
But the faster serial FFTs are not sufficiently much better that they
can close the gap introduced by the global redistributions.
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Fig. 8. Weak scaling of slab decomposition of complete real-to-complex/complex-to-real FFT on a mesh that is 524,288 per processor. Showing fastest time measured.
Subplot (a) shows total time, whereas (b) and (c) show times for global redistribution and FFTs, respectively.

Fig. 9. Weak scaling of pencil decomposition for complete real-to-complex/complex-to-real FFT on a mesh that is size 524, 288 per processor. Showing fastest times
measured. Subplot (a) shows total time, whereas (b) and (c) show times for global redistribution and FFTs, respectively.

Fig. 10. Strong scaling of pencil decomposition for complete real-to-complex/complex-to-real FFT on a mesh with global shape 20483 . Using 16 cores per node for
mixed multicore (inter- and intra-node) communication. Showing fastest times measured. Subplot (a) shows total time, whereas (b) and (c) show times for global
redistribution and FFTs, respectively.

We now perform the same weak efficiency test for the pencil
decomposition. Fig. 9 shows the fastest recorded times for a com-
plete forward and backward transform. We see that our method
is slightly faster than both P3DFFT and 2DECOMP&FFT for most
measured core counts, but that differences are small. Breaking it
down further, Fig. 9(c) shows the weak scaling (fastest recorded
over 50 outer loops, 3 inner) for the sum of the 6 sequential
FFTs required to do the forward and backward transforms. We
note that there is hardly any difference at all between the codes
over the entire range of the study. Fig. 9(b) shows the total cost
of global redistribution steps (22) and (24) for one forward and
one backward transform. As for the total transform, Fig. 9(a),
our C-code is fastest for low core counts, whereas there is less
separating the codes for core counts larger than 128.

Figs. 7–9 have been generated in the fully distributed, inter-
node mode of operation. This mode is the fastest per core, but

for supercomputers one normally has to pay CPU-hours for the
entire node, even if only one core is used per node. For this
reason it is also important to investigate the performance of the
mixed multicore (inter- and intra-node) communication mode.
To this end Fig. 10 shows the strong scaling of our C-code,
P3DFFT and 2DECOMP&FFT for a global mesh of shape 20483 in
real space, using 16 cores per node. Here it is evident that the
MPI_ALLTOALL(V) based global redistribution is faster, at least
when the mesh per node is large. There is less separating the
methods as the number of cores increases, where there is less
work on each node.

Finally, as a proof of concept, we consider a transform of a
4-dimensional array, that can be performed with 3 processor
groups as shown in Section 3.6. We compare in Fig. 11 the strong
scaling of one forward and backward transform to the time used
by PFFT on a real array of size 1284. The mesh decomposition is
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Fig. 11. Strong scaling of complete real-to-complex FFT on a mesh that is size
1284 , using a 3D processor mesh. Showing fastest time measured.

for both codes as chosen by MPI_DIMS_CREATE. Evidently, for
this case our C-code is approximately 5 − 15% faster for the
number of processors ranging from 128 to 4096.8

5. Conclusions

We presented a new and straightforward approach to imple-
ment global redistributions of arrays required in, but not lim-
ited to, parallel multidimensional fast Fourier transforms. Our
approach is based on MPI subarray datatypes and generalized
all-to-all scatter/gather (MPI_ALLTOALLW) collective communi-
cations, effectively eliminating any local array permutations as
required in traditional implementations. Overall, our implemen-
tation amounts to less than 100 lines of simple and readable C
code taking advantage of high-level MPI-2 features. Despite such
conciseness, our method can perform global redistributions of
d-dimensional arrays on up to (d− 1)-dimensional process grids
between arbitrary pairs of directions.

We performed a range of strong and weak scaling tests on
Shaheen II, a Cray XC40 system at KAUST, to compare the per-
formance of our method against other well established, mature
alternatives like FFTW, PFFT, P3DFFT, and 2DECOMP&FFT. De-
spite MPI_ALLTOALLW lacking the optimizations of other all-
to-all collectives, wall-clock time measurements show that our
implementation is on par with the competitors.

An implementation of the approach discussed in this paper
is publicly available in the open-source Python package mpi4py-
fft [6]. This package is at the core of shenfun [23,24], a Python-
based framework generalizing the spectral Galerkin method for
solving partial differential equations on tensor-product spaces of
arbitrary dimension. Or plans for future work are geared towards
reaching wider audiences by developing a C library with Fortran
wrappers and a software quality level on par with FFTW.
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this case since we did not manage to get consistent timings from internal PFFT
routines.

Appendix A. Full 3D complex FFT with 2D pencil decomposi-
tion

1 #include <stdlib.h>

2 #include <assert.h>

3 #include <complex.h>

4 #include <math.h>

5 #include <mpi.h>

6
7 // External routine in charge of computing

8 // multidimensional complex FFTs in-place

9 enum { FORWARD=-1, BACKWARD=+1 };

10 extern void seqxfftn(int ndims, int sizes[ndims],

11 double complex *array,

12 int axis, int sign);

13
14 // Helper function to compute local sizes

15 static int lsz(int N, MPI_Comm comm)

16 {

17 int size, rank, n, s;

18 MPI_Comm_size(comm, &size);

19 MPI_Comm_rank(comm, &rank);

20 decompose(N, size, rank, &n, &s);

21 return n;

22 }

23
24 // Helper macros

25 #define product(n) (n[0]*n[1]*n[2])

26 #define allocate(t,n) malloc(product(n)*sizeof(t))

27 #define deallocate(a) free(a)

28
29 int main(int argc, char *argv[])

30 {

31 MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);

32
33 // Define global 3D array sizes

34 int N[3] = {42, 127, 256};

35
36 // Create subgroups from 2D process grid

37 MPI_Comm P[2];

38 subcomm(MPI_COMM_WORLD , 2, P);

39
40 // Define elementary MPI datatype

41 MPI_Datatype T = MPI_C_DOUBLE_COMPLEX;

42
43 // Define local sizes and allocate local 3D arrays

44 int sizesA[3] = {lsz(N[0],P[0]), lsz(N[1],P[1]), N[2]};

45 int sizesB[3] = {lsz(N[0],P[0]), N[1], lsz(N[2],P[1])};

46 int sizesC[3] = {N[0], lsz(N[1],P[0]), lsz(N[2],P[1])};

47 double complex *arrayA = allocate(double complex, sizesA);

48 double complex *arrayB = allocate(double complex, sizesB);

49 double complex *arrayC = allocate(double complex, sizesC);

50
51 for (int j=0, n=product(sizesA); j<n; j++)

52 arrayA[j] = j + j * I; // Fill array with complex values

53
54 // Forward FFT

55 seqxfftn(3, sizesA, arrayA, 2, FORWARD);

56 exchange(P[1], T, 3, sizesA, arrayA, 2, sizesB, arrayB, 1);

57 seqxfftn(3, sizesB, arrayB, 1, FORWARD);

58 exchange(P[0], T, 3, sizesB, arrayB, 1, sizesC, arrayC, 0);

59 seqxfftn(3, sizesC, arrayC, 0, FORWARD);

60
61 // Backward FFT

62 seqxfftn(3, sizesC, arrayC, 0, BACKWARD);
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63 exchange(P[0], T, 3, sizesC, arrayC, 0, sizesB, arrayB, 1);

64 seqxfftn(3, sizesB, arrayB, 1, BACKWARD);

65 exchange(P[1], T, 3, sizesB, arrayB, 1, sizesA, arrayA, 2);

66 seqxfftn(3, sizesA, arrayA, 2, BACKWARD);

67
68 for (int j=0, n=product(sizesA); j<n; j++) // Check result

69 assert(fabs(creal(arrayA[j]) - j) < 1.0e-8 &&

70 fabs(cimag(arrayA[j]) - j) < 1.0e-8);

71
72 deallocate(arrayA);

73 deallocate(arrayB);

74 deallocate(arrayC);

75 MPI_Comm_free(&P[0]);

76 MPI_Comm_free(&P[1]);

77
78 MPI_Finalize();

79 return 0;

80 }

Appendix B. Full 4D complex FFT with 3D decomposition

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <assert.h>

#include <complex.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <mpi.h>

// External routine in charge of computing

// multidimensional complex FFTs in-place

enum { FORWARD=-1, BACKWARD=+1 };

extern void seqxfftn(int ndims, int sizes[ndims],

double complex *array,

int axis, int sign);

// Helper function to compute local sizes

static int lsz(int N, MPI_Comm comm)

{

int size, rank, n, s;

MPI_Comm_size(comm, &size);

MPI_Comm_rank(comm, &rank);

decompose(N, size, rank, &n, &s);

return n;

}

// Helper macros

#define product(n) (n[0]*n[1]*n[2]*n[3])

#define allocate(t,n) malloc(product(n)*sizeof(t))

#define deallocate(a) free(a)

int main(int argc, char *argv[])

{

MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);

// Define global 4D array sizes

int N[4] = {16, 17, 18, 19};

// Create subgroups from 3D process grid

MPI_Comm P[3];

subcomm(MPI_COMM_WORLD , 3, P);

// Define elementary MPI datatype

MPI_Datatype T = MPI_C_DOUBLE_COMPLEX;

// Define local sizes

int sizesA[4] = {lsz(N[0],P[0]), lsz(N[1],P[1]),

lsz(N[2],P[2]), N[3]};

int sizesB[4] = {lsz(N[0],P[0]), lsz(N[1],P[1]),

N[2], lsz(N[3],P[2])};

int sizesC[4] = {lsz(N[0],P[0]), N[1],

lsz(N[2],P[1]), lsz(N[3],P[2])};

int sizesD[4] = {N[0], lsz(N[1],P[0]),

lsz(N[2],P[1]), lsz(N[3],P[2])};

// Allocate local 3D arrays

double complex *arrayA = allocate(double complex, sizesA);

double complex *arrayB = allocate(double complex, sizesB);

double complex *arrayC = allocate(double complex, sizesC);

double complex *arrayD = allocate(double complex, sizesD);

for (int j=0, n=product(sizesA); j<n; j++)

arrayA[j] = j + j * I; // Fill array with complex values

// Forward FFT

seqxfftn(4, sizesA, arrayA, 3, FORWARD);

exchange(P[2], T, 3, sizesA, arrayA, 3, sizesB, arrayB, 2);

seqxfftn(4, sizesB, arrayB, 2, FORWARD);

exchange(P[1], T, 3, sizesB, arrayB, 2, sizesC, arrayC, 1);

seqxfftn(4, sizesC, arrayC, 1, FORWARD);

exchange(P[0], T, 3, sizesC, arrayC, 1, sizesD, arrayD, 0);

seqxfftn(4, sizesD, arrayD, 0, FORWARD);

// Backward FFT

seqxfftn(4, sizesD, arrayD, 0, BACKWARD);

exchange(P[0], T, 3, sizesD, arrayD, 0, sizesC, arrayC, 1);

seqxfftn(4, sizesC, arrayC, 1, BACKWARD);

exchange(P[1], T, 3, sizesC, arrayC, 1, sizesB, arrayB, 2);

seqxfftn(4, sizesB, arrayB, 2, BACKWARD);

exchange(P[2], T, 3, sizesB, arrayB, 2, sizesA, arrayA, 3);

seqxfftn(4, sizesA, arrayA, 3, BACKWARD);

for (int j=0, n=product(sizesA); j<n; j++) // Check result

assert(fabs(creal(arrayA[j]) - j) < 1.0e-8 &&

fabs(cimag(arrayA[j]) - j) < 1.0e-8);

deallocate(arrayA);

deallocate(arrayB);

deallocate(arrayC);

deallocate(arrayD);

MPI_Comm_free(&P[0]);

MPI_Comm_free(&P[1]);

MPI_Comm_free(&P[2]);

MPI_Finalize();

return 0;

}
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